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QUESTION 1

SUM was registered at the SAP Host Agent. Based on which information does the SAP Host Agent determine the path
to the SUM directory. 

A. The path was stored in file host_profile during registration 

B. The path was stored to the environment of user adm during registration 

C. The path is taken from the URL entered in the browser to start SUM 

D. The path was stored in file sumabap conf during registration 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

You are using the maintenance planner to calculate the required software components for your SAP S4HANA
conversion. What do you need to know regarding SUM? 

A. As soon as the next SP level of SUM is available, the current version of SUM passes into "patch on request mode"
immediately. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 3

You want to use the Custom Code Migration Worklist via Remote Code analysis using the ABAP Test Cockpit (ATC).
How can you get the latest content of the simplification database? Please choose the correct answer. 

A. Apply the corresponding SAP note via SAP Note Assistant 

B. Generate it by analyzing the specific custom code via RFC 

C. Configure it within transaction ATC 

D. Download it from SAP Support Portal 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

What are the benefits of using the Benchmarking option of the DMO for SUM? 

There are 2 correct answers to this question. 

Response: 
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A. You can obtain migration duration files that can be used to optimize the next runs from a previous benchmark run. 

B. You can find the optimal number of parallel R31oad processes by monitoring host performance. 

C. You can verify that the content of the download directory matches the stack.XML file. 

D. You can record the modification adjustment during migration and use the transports in the next runs. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 5

What is the different between the benchmaking and the repetition option of the Database Migration Option (DMO) of
SUM? 

A. The benchmaking option allows you to migration a specified set of tables 

B. The benchmaking option allows you to repeat the uptime migration 

C. The repetition option allows you to run the migration without a shadow system 

D. The repetition option allows you to repeat the complete migration 

Correct Answer: A 
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